




CroodCrood Faith: New is BadFaith: New is Bad
Reasonable?Reasonable?



(Luke 5:33(Luke 5:33--39)39)





Both the disciples of John and the Both the disciples of John and the 
Pharisees were observing a traditionPharisees were observing a tradition

This is not a lesson on This is not a lesson on 
praying and fastingpraying and fastingpraying and fastingpraying and fasting

Jesus' Disciples were not Jesus' Disciples were not 
observing the traditionobserving the tradition



(v. 34(v. 34--35)35)



NNow is not the time ow is not the time 
to observe the traditionto observe the tradition

The bridegroom was here, so it was The bridegroom was here, so it was 
time to do something differenttime to do something differenttime to do something differenttime to do something different
HHe did not dismiss traditionse did not dismiss traditions

HHe did say there is a time for changee did say there is a time for change



Mixing the old Mixing the old 
and new is difficultand new is difficultand new is difficultand new is difficult

You have to take You have to take 
the right approachthe right approach



(v. 36)(v. 36)



(v. 37(v. 37--38)38)



(v. 39)(v. 39)



Now Jesus is not saying Now Jesus is not saying 
old is betterold is better

He is saying people don't like newHe is saying people don't like new
Left alone they will always stick Left alone they will always stick 

with the old instead of trying the newwith the old instead of trying the new



Both the old and new wine Both the old and new wine 
were made from grapeswere made from grapes

Both the old and new skins were Both the old and new skins were 
made from animal hidemade from animal hidemade from animal hidemade from animal hide

Both the patch and the garment Both the patch and the garment 
were made from clothwere made from cloth



In his stories old is traditions, In his stories old is traditions, 
new is changenew is change

This is an important distinction This is an important distinction 
because old is not calendar yearsbecause old is not calendar yearsbecause old is not calendar yearsbecause old is not calendar years

Old and new will Old and new will 
ALWAYS struggle to coexistALWAYS struggle to coexist



Most change comes out Most change comes out 
of necessity not desireof necessity not desire

Doing something just because it is Doing something just because it is 
tradition it not a valid reasontradition it not a valid reasontradition it not a valid reasontradition it not a valid reason

The response to a changing situation The response to a changing situation 
will require us to changewill require us to change



Forcing something new Forcing something new 
onto or into something old onto or into something old 
will not work, we will either will not work, we will either will not work, we will either will not work, we will either 

rip apart or burst openrip apart or burst open



There is a time to change There is a time to change 
and when that time comes and when that time comes 

the old must embrace it the old must embrace it the old must embrace it the old must embrace it 
and even help itand even help it



There is a place for There is a place for 
traditions because they traditions because they 

provide stability  and the provide stability  and the provide stability  and the provide stability  and the 
new should not new should not 
try to destroy ittry to destroy it



We must stop putting We must stop putting 
one against the other one against the other 

and allow one and allow one and allow one and allow one 
to build off the otherto build off the other




